INTRODUCTION
Active Contour Models are a popular method for tracking 'regions' as features through image sequences, using a similar method to the way in which humans observe the scene of a moving vehicle. Humans might focus on a particular feature point of the vehicle and then rapidly refocus to follow a different point on the same vehicle.
Developed largely by Kass et al (1) , snakes are active contour models, using an energy-minimising spline that can help solve numerous computer vision problems, such as the analysis of dynamic image data, image segmentation and image understanding. The model is described as active since it is always attempting to minimise its energy function, hence showing dynamic behaviour. Snakes are an example of the generalised technique of matching a deformable model to an image using energy minimisation techniques. The shape of the contour determines its internal energy and the external energy is determined by the spatial location of the contour within the image. External forces may be used to attract these contours towards or away from salient image features, such as edges, lines and corners.
There are several models of deformable contours that may be used, such as the snake model suggested by Kass et al (1) that 'wraps around' image features, or the balloon model introduced by Cohen (2) that expands to locate desired image features. Staib and Duncan (3) deal with other methods such as elliptic Fourier decomposition for objects with shape irregularities. They use a Fourier shape model that represents a closed boundary as a sum of trigonometric functions of various frequencies. They then use an iterative energy minimisation technique to fit the model within the image. This technique is limited to closed boundaries and does not always provide an appropriate basis for capturing shape variability. Some of these methods deal with different problems, for example, Kass et al (1) deal only with local deformations while Staib and Duncan (3) deal only with global deformations, such as those that might be described by scaling, rotation, stretching or dilation of a contour (rigid motion). However, local deformations might be caused by some higher level complex motion, such as the movement of human lips, living cell deformation and other deformations related to the shape of the feature and not just its location in space. There are indeed two separate problems to be examined, global deformations of rigid objects are too varied to be described adequately by single shape attributes such as bending energy or elasticity, while these descriptions may be adequate for local deformations in deformable objects.
FORMULISATION
Active Contour Models were proposed initially as an approach to the ill-posed edge detection problem. It was proposed that the low-level process of edge detection should provide sets of possible alternate solutions for the higher level process of edge linking, rather than forcing forward a single unique solution. An energy minimisation framework was developed as a solution, designing energy functions with local minima that provide alternate solutions for the higherlevel edge linking, resulting in an active model that minimises to the desired solution when placed spatially near that solution.
The structure of a snake is an ordered set of control points (or snaxels 1 ) of the form V where
, allowing every snaxel to have a 2-D coordinate position on the image plane. Alterations to the location or shape of the snake are possible by moving the positions of the individual snaxels. The number of snaxels is chosen by selecting an appropriate internal distance h. This value is chosen on an application specific basis, where the coarsness of the fit of the snake to the object is the defining factor. The smaller the value of h, the greater the number of snaxels that are required and the more tightly defined the minimised snake will be to the desired contour.
IMPLEMENTATION
A snake can either be open or closed, with a closed snake having the end points connected, so v n is connected to v 1 . Allowing the snake to be open leads to difficulties in determining the desired energy at the first and last snaxels. Sometimes however, for specific vision applications, it may be necessary to require the end points to remain at specific predefined spatial locations.
The method presented here initialises the mesh using feature points extracted from the initial image frame to provide the initial node locations of the mesh. A fundamental stage in computer vision is the generation of descriptions of images, more useful than a large set of pixels. The main aim of this feature extraction is to reduce this set of pixels to a list of features that are distinct from surrounding portions of the image so that the information available in the scene becomes more manageable. For example, in the case of feature matching, the distinctiveness of these points limit the potential matches in the following frames. These points more than likely correspond to significant features in the real-world scene, such as 'real corners', 'real boundaries or edges' or textured areas. Most 'image segmentation' techniques are based on the search for local discontinuities or on the detection of regions in the image with homogeneous properties.
INITIALISATION
Many methods for developing active contour models have emerged in recent years, since the introduction of snakes by Kass et al (1) , with many applications including Staib and Duncan (3) and Leymarie and Levine (4). However, in most of these applications it is assumed that the initial position of the snake is relatively close to the desired solution, in fact often initialised by a human operator. While this might be a suitable assumption, on a frame by frame basis in the motion tracking problem, it is not always acceptable when initialising the active contour.
The trajectories derived from locating particular feature points on an object, through time, are popular because they are relatively simple to extract. The generation of motion trajectories from a sequence of images typically involves the detection of tokens in each frame, and the correspondence of such tokens from one frame to another. These tokens need to be distinct enough for detection and stable enough to be found in each frame. Tokens may include edges, corners, interest points, and regions.
The initialisation of the snake is a difficult problem that has a significant impact on the outcome of the snake minimisation, since if the snakes initial position is far from the desired solution it is quite common for the snake to become trapped in local energy minima, due to irrelevant edge information or noise. The snake is also limited in spatial movement since the snakes own potential energy prevents the snake from moving far from its current position (Neuenschwander et al (6) ). Many methods require the user or other mechanisims to place the initial snaxels near the desired boundaries of the object to be tracked. If the snake is placed close to an intended contour, its energy minimisation will force the correct solution. Snakes do not attempt to solve the problem of detecting prominent image contours, but rely on other methods to place the snake near the desired contour. Some of these methods include: (i) The Hough transform is a common method for the extraction of the initial estimates of the contour position for rigid objects. These rigid templates cannot account for deformations that may occur, thus a rigid template chosen a priori cannot produce satisfactory results in all cases. Lai (7) shows that performance actually degrades with deformation, so using the generalised Hough transform to provide the initial contours when substantial prior knowledge is available. (ii) Short snakes may be initialised at strong edges and allowed to expand and even overlap until the entire boundary is covered. (iii) If enough computational power is available thousands of randomly initialised snakes may be placed on the image, until a suitable solution is found, however this is rarely practical. The SUSAN corner detector as introduced by Smith (8) is used with varying thresholds to provide feature points that are suitable, such that the extracted features are: (i) Consistent; in that features to be used as tokens for motion analysis must be detected consistently through image frames, if they are to be used as the basis for subsequent higher level processing. (ii) Accurate; in that these features must be located precisely from frame-to-frame. (iii) Non-complex, in that computational speed is a very important issue, where this primary stage of corner detection must be performed at every iteration of the algorithm. α The interconnecting physical structure of the mesh is then created using a modified iterative Delaunay triangulation algorithm. Figure 1 , shows an example test scene, in which this initialisation has been performed. It can be seen from this figure that the feature corner points are detected accurately and the mesh is well constructed by the Delaunay algorithm.
where the larger the distance of the node applying the force from the current node, the smaller the effect it has on the movement of the current node. These forces being applied from the surrounding nodes can be due to those nodes being pulled away from or towards salient image features.
Energies
The Internal Energy Once the mesh structure is available the internal and external energies within the mesh are established at each node and mesh line, so that the mesh is initially in equilibrium with no internal or external forces being applied. The mesh will then remain in equilibrium until a change in the underlying image structure occurs as the 'active-mesh' is designed so that it deforms in response to salient image features.
For the internal energy an elastic form is used, where every node pulled or pushed by the connected nodes.
The mesh-lines have elastic properties so that the mesh can deform when required over a number of time iterations, to track deformations in the scene, the scene objects or deformations due to scaling. The elastic properties give the mesh its flexibility while the rigid properties give the mesh structure. The rigid properties of the mesh lines cause the lines to attempt to return to their determined length. This determined length is permitted to expand or contract slowly over a time period, and is influenced by the elastic properties of lines. In other words, if the mesh is stretched by a number of consistent external forces for a significant number of iterations then the mesh will slowly assume a new default shape. This default shape is now the rigid shape of the mesh and will remain so, until similar forcing conditions arise.
To allow for the complexities involved in dealing with 'active-meshes' as opposed to the more simple contours, the mesh algorithm must allow for varying numbers of line connections to each node and provide an algorithm for dealing with the numerous forces that will be applied at each node. For each line in the mesh: Figure 2 ., Multiple forces being applied to a single node, the combination of which is performed using the force strength and the distance of the forcing nodes from the centre node. An algorithm was developed to deal with the varying number of connected nodes, resulting from the initialisation algorithm, with a method of combining the effects of the forces from the connected nodes on a particular node. It was determined experimentally that the closer a connected node was, the more likely that this node would be present on the same real-world object. So examining centre node with connected nodes the combination is of the form:
At each iteration: 
where is a user-defined factor to allow the external forces to have a larger or smaller effect on the mesh. The last term weights the distance of the force as weaker the larger the distance from the examined node. E α Figure 3 , An example of a mesh line deformity in (a) how a rigid mesh would react and in (b) how a deformable mesh might react.
The active mesh allows constrained feature matching to take place on a frame-by-frame basis in an image sequence. Once the features have been correctly matched the real-motion of the image of selected points in the image plane are available as vectors. The algorithms for the creation and operation of the 'activemesh' are explained in detail and discussed and compared to other methods.
The External Energies
The external forces are applied to the mesh nodes independent of the mesh lines and are derived from the image data. These image forces pull the mesh nodes towards suitable feature match points that are found within the circular image search space of the mesh nodes. If a suitable match feature appears within the circular search space then the node is pulled towards that feature point by a force magnitude determined by the suitability of the match feature. This in turn pulls the connected mesh nodes (due to the internal forces of the interconnecting mesh lines) in the direction of the new feature.
RESULTS
A specialised software application (written in Java) was developed to implement the 'active-mesh' algorithm. A number of sequences with both artificial and real-world scenes are shown here with the algorithm providing initialisation information and tracking information of the objects in the scene. where is larger the smaller the difference, averaged over 9 pixels and over the maximum intensity value 255, so = 1 for the best match and 0 for the worst match. rotation. The top left corner has been pulled out of shape slightly but this would converge if more than 60 iterations were allowed. In this case the results are derived from a rotation of a rigid mesh, but one of the strengths of this method is that the mesh need not be rigid on a frame-to-frame basis. The method is applied to a distorted image, in which many corners appear and disappear due to the distortion. This is shown in figure 5 , the distortion that is applied is substantial throughout the entire image but the only area that returns slightly problematic results is the object in the bottom left of the image. The extra corners that are detected in the distorted image, along with the fact that the intensity values at these new corners are very similar to the 'correct' corner matches at these points. It is unlikely that such uniform intensity levels (to exact pixel value) exist in realworld scenes. The vector field shown in figure 5, gives a clear indication of the real motion of the scene, nearly like a 'black-hole' effect in the top right hand corner, with all objects being 'sucked in'.
CONCLUSIONS
This method shows the use of a self-initialising 'active-mesh', that functions with promising results. It is a useful technique for using in applications where no a priori knowledge is available about the scene. This method is currently being applied to the 3D-scene analysis problem and is a part of project work in progress.
For more information on this work and for an interactive Java Applet see:
http://www.eeng.dcu.ie/~molloyd/phd
